
AN ESSAY ON THE BILL OF RIGHTS FREEDOM FOR ALL

It can not only guarantee the harmonious relationship among all the walk of society, The Bill of Rights guaranteed the
civilian's freedom of speech as well as.

In this legal document, a person is guaranteed rights to freedoms that are often taken for granted such as,
freedom of speech, religion, and bear arms; the right to refuse to self-incriminate. The Bill of Rights â€” Full
Text Amendment I Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or prohibiting the free
exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press; or the right of the people peaceably to
assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of grievances. Constitution, including the First
Amendment. After a long, painful, and exhausting war for independence from Great Britain, the United States
of America became its own nation, a nation of laws, and a nation of freedoms It sets out our rights and
responsibilities as individuals. In this paper I intend to argue for the Federalists about why a Bill of Rights did
not need to be included into the Constitution The Bill of Rights, which are the first 10 amendments to the
Constitution, were created to protect the individual rights of citizens. Of these, the Senate approved 12, which
were sent to the states for approval in August  One will look at what is the bill of rights. Federalists and
Anti-Federalists argued over new Constitution The level of support for the new Constitution varied. Both
liberty and republicanism are intertwined. Jefferson had 17 days to produce the document and reportedly
wrote a draft in a day or two. The documents stop us from being taken advantage of and extorted by others.
This document gives us fundamental laws, and guarantees certain basic rights for all citizens of the United
States. Successes, failures, and consequences are what made the Bill of Rights what they are today. The
Constitution was created because of the ineffectiveness of the Articles of Confederation did not simply
protecting the rights of the people which the Founding Fathers was concerned about Firstly, the Bill of Rights
has guaranteed the adoption of the Constitution. The Federalists were mostly the wealthy people who lived in
or near city areas and were supported by the smaller states. Freedom of speech has generated substantial
debate and legal controversy. Although Jefferson disputed his account, John Adams later recalled that he had
persuaded Jefferson to write the draft because Jefferson had the fewest enemies in Congress and was the best
writer. The Constitution is a body of work that sets precedents and establishes the powers and duties of a
government; it also created a Supreme Court that establishes and enforces the law At the Seneca Falls
Convention in , when supporters of gaining greater rights for women met, they, too, used the Declaration of
Independence as a guide for drafting their Declaration of Sentiments. Bill of Rights and the UN Universal
Declaration of Human Rights are documents that were created to tell the rights we as human beings are
entitled to have. The bill of rights, laid out as the first 10 amendments in the Constitution, guarantees citizens a
number of personal freedoms that the government cannot infringe upon. During the ratification process, which
took around 10 months the Constitution took effect when New Hampshire became the ninth state to ratify in
late June ; the 13th state, Rhode Island, would not join the union until May , many state ratifying conventions
proposed amendments specifying the rights that Jefferson had recognized in the Declaration and that they
protected in their own state constitutions. When the Second Continental Congress convened in Philadelphia in
, it was far from clear that the delegates would pass a resolution to separate from Great Britain. All have
preambles. Many decisions by the Supreme Court have reinforced the protection of these liberties and further
extended the application of the first Amendment and other provisions within the Bill of Rights to state and
local governments. The Bill of rights was essential as it would help to establish an ideal structure of
government and put the power in the hand of people. In these early times death sentences were done in ways
such as crucifixion, drowning, beating to death, burning alive, and impalement Stated in the U. Some of the
rejections were very significant, such as the decision not to adopt Madison's proposal to extend free speech
protections to the states, and others somewhat less important such as the dropping of Madison's language that
required unanimous jury verdicts for convictions in all federal cases. The establishment clause of the First
Amendment has been interpreted as calling for separation of church and state. After many years of wanting to
be heard, Americans finally achieved the assurance of having a voice. The other would have prohibited
senators and representatives from giving themselves a pay raise unless it went into effect at the start of the
next Congress. History ] Powerful Essays Bill of Rights - The Bill of Rights as it stands for the United States
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entered as a stems from a vow as promises so to speak was made by the Fathers of Confederation to the states
during the effort for ratification of the Constitution in  Many of these changes occur in our government affect
our daily lives. In the Fourth Amendment of the U. The Constitution, too, has an original engrossed,
handwritten version as well as a printing of the final document. Most amendments apply in daily life, but
might not realize it. To persuade them, someone needed to articulate why the Americans were breaking away.
However the federalist had a simple plan to it, and it was the separations of powers It may be true that a gun
will scare away a potential attacker or prevent possible injury to themselves or their family. This paper will
illustrate and depict the importance of the original problems faced when adopting the Constitution and the Bill
of Rights.


